The Center for Industrial Research and Service (CIRAS) seeks to make Iowa better by educating its businesses about the latest research-proven methods and best practices of industry. Here are just a few of the ways we plan to do that in the coming month.

Upcoming Conferences, Trainings, & Workshops

Avoid Costs

NDE Testing Helps VT Industries Save Time, Avoid Costs

A Holstein, Iowa, maker of doors and countertops saved time and money after CIRAS experts helped the company quickly identify a problem with a braking system on a yacht. CIRAS helped pinpoint the cause of cracking discovered during inspections of shipments from a supplier. Aron Fleischmann, an engineer with VT Industries, said his company will avoid tens of thousands of dollars in potential warranty work because of shipments from a supplier.

Last summer after CIRAS experts helped the company quickly identify a problem with a braking system on a yacht, A Holstein, Iowa, maker of doors and countertops saved time and money.

Avoiding Risks

Business Analytics Symposium

ILC seeking Presentations for Annual Conference

The CIRAS Iowa Lean Consortium (ILC) is pleased to issue a call for presentations for our 2020 Annual Conference to be held October 27-29 in Des Moines. This conference is the ILC's largest annual gathering, which brings together professionals to promote the exchange of information and resources among organizations motivated to drive continuous improvement and we're pleased to hold it once again as part of our continuing effort to support local businesses. We're looking for a few good Lean stories.

We're looking for a few good Lean stories.
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